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First EDGE Seminar resounding success 
 

 “It was with some trepidation that I agreed to host the first EDGE Seminar” commented Jan Tonkin, MD of The 

Conference Company, “as New Zealand is often perceived to be a faraway destination, possibly even on the edge of the 

world.  With a new educational offering, I felt this might be a challenge.  I was delighted therefore to well exceed our target 

numbers, with participants travelling from Zimbabwe and Australia to take part in this innovative environment.  The 

support I received from Tourism New Zealand Business Events and the Auckland Convention Bureau was a major 

contributing factor to the success of this seminar”. 

Michel Neijmann, Figur, Istanbul; Mathias Posch, ICS, Vancouver and Jan Tonkin comprised the international faculty, 

sharing their extensive experience.  Listening to presentations, however, formed only a small part of the programme: 

interactive and conversational discussion, sharing experiences, deep dive sessions on topics such as Bidding and Serving 

the Clients of the Future played a key part allowing participants to engage with the themes and bring away insights and 

strategies that have an immediate impact on the way they work in today’s fast pace environment.  Over 40 participants 

took part, representing an even split between PCOs, Convention Bureaux and venues, engaging in a programme that was 

intensely focused on the future of the meetings industry and the rapidly changing realities of life as a PCO.  Participants 

took an in-depth look at a range of issues preoccupying the meetings world right now including delegate engagement and 

experiences, hybrid meetings and managing project finances. 

While time to showcase Auckland was limited, the group dined on two 

occasions at offsite venues and enjoyed great views of the city’s harbour 

on one side and a park on the other from the daylit meeting room on the 

top floor of the Pullman Hotel. 

“EDGE lived up to its name” commented Jan, “this truly was dynamic 

global education, and I am proud that New Zealand lived up to its 

reputation as a first-class destination and that IAPCO is continuing its 

remit of providing expert education for meetings industry professionals”. 

Jan Tonkin, Mathias Posch, Michel Neijmann with 
Leonie Ashford, International Bid Manager for Tourism New Zealand Business Events 

 
About IAPCO:  Meeting Quality 
The International Association of Professional Congress Organisers (IAPCO) was founded in 1968, is registered in Switzerland and 
represents today more than 120 professional organisers, meeting planners and managers of international and national congresses, 
conventions and special events from 41 countries. IAPCO members [2014] organise in excess of 7075 meetings annually, totalling 
some 2.861 million delegates and representing an economic impact in the region of 4.63 billion euros.  IAPCO is committed to raising 
standards of service among its members and other sectors of the meetings industry. Today IAPCO membership offers a unique quality 
assurance, since entry into membership of IAPCO is by meeting strict criteria and by continuous quality assessment.  The high quality 
standards are secured by means of continuing education and interaction with other professionals.  
 
For further information, please contact: 

IAPCO Head Office:  Brambles House, Colwell Road, Freshwater, PO40 9SL, UK      Email: info@iapco.org        www.iapco.org        
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